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SOCIAL ACTION

INVESTIGATIONS
Investigations is a series of three books comprising a selection of clippings, tear sheets
and other memorabilia from an archive I
started at my first beginnings as a photographer in the 1970s. Together, these short
books present an autobiographical approach
to photography; an opportunity for me to
glance back at events and people through a
retrospective prism. Book one is subtitled
Social Action; book two, Self as Self Subject;
and book three, Embodying Health.
Across the three books the mode of photography perceptively shifts from a social
documentary to a more art or play-based
approach. I regard neither as superior but
they do substantially differ. A documentary
photograph offers a lens upon the world.
This not just a metaphor. Documentary photographs are anchored to real events and by
being so, they are, to use a word from the
earliest days of photographic image analysis,
‘indexical’. This may not be true of every
documentary photograph, for example some
photography - and this applies also to some of
my own work – is constructed; and certainly
other photography, while giving the appearance of documented reality, is deceptive.
No matter how much anyone claims that a
photograph ‘mirrors the world’, all photographs, since they require interpretation,
can be understood in myriad ways. Every
image also contains symbolic properties
which produce varying meanings or perceptual judgements.

Documentary photographs from the past
may offer a form of remembrance, much
like a family snapshot. Their interpretation
can be difficult because we in the present
may misinterpret the embedded tacit understandings drawn from the time. As the
writer LP Hartley once observed, “The past
is a foreign country: they do things differently there.” That said, the past also throws
a long shadow and is continuous with the
present. But if the past is past, why should
we bother with it? The philosopher George
Santayana once offered an answer. Progress,
he remarked, far from consisting in change,
depends instead upon ‘retentiveness.’ By this
he meant about ability to learn from events
and allowing us to feed this knowledge back
into our current situation.
The social causes championed some decades
ago, presented here in stark tones of black
and white (and with variable printing
quality), helps us appreciate not only the
past but how the past bears upon the present.
The images here were constructed for many
different purposes, but what brings them
together is their common attempt to promote
social progress. Much of we value today
about society was often achieved through the
actions of small groups of people challenging
the boundaries of the normal and accepted.
These books contain only a few of the
thousands of images made since the founding
of Wandsworth Photo Co-op almost four

decades ago. The account is biographical and
therefore implying that these short books are
essentially individual works. All documentary or art photography is the product of the
eye of one photographer, but what often also
gets missed is that even the most seemingly
personal work emerges from a certain time
and a place and from relationships with
others. Photography, like language, is a
social medium and it is the social, indeed the
group nature of photography that emerges
here, especially in Book One. What perhaps
makes what is presented here of interest to
rising generations of photographers is the
belief that one of the shared purpose of photography, alongside its many other purpose
or possibilities, is its wider social purposes
and the promotion of the social good. That,
to me, is a critical lesson from the past.
Gina Glover, May 2017

“Life can only be understood backwards; but
it must be lived forwards.”
Soren Kierkegaard The Danish philosopher was right. We

live our lives with our eyes fixed forward
although it is the accumulation of experience
which determines who we are and how
we encounter the world. Photography has
given me the opportunity to appreciate the
relationship between experience and life
circumstances. It combines my interest in
image making with being given permission
by the people photographed to investigate
their lives and the meaning they give to
them; and that includes my own.

This is the first of the three books under the overall title ‘Investigations’.
Book One largely focuses on people, and specifically people living in south London
where I lived from the early 1970s and where I raised three children. It deals with my
involvement in the founding of Wandsworth Photo Co-op, later Photo Co-op (and later
again, Photofusion), and how these organisations became established as vehicles for
cause-related photography activism: how people came together due to their love of the
medium and to develop and promote the social role of photography. In presenting a
brief record of the times I have attempted to assemble images and short text in some
rough time order, although in some places thematic consistency has greater priority.

WANDSWORTH PHOTO CO-OP

“Wandsworth Photography Co-op thinks that photography can serve wider, more socially useful purposes
than those that it is usually put to (such as advertising). We like to think of it as an artistic process accessible to the mass of the people rather than the few, and
that it can also function as a mode of artistic expression that serves humanitarian aims in a society where
art is increasingly being used to sell commodities.”
Excerpt from Views on Wandsworth calendar, 1981

Photo taken from Sarah Wyld’s archive.

The Wandsworth Photography Co-op has been comissioned to produce, amongst
other projects, the following:

In the early seventies I moved to Wandsworth with my then husband and my
first child, Max. I worked as a part-time
adult education tutor setting up family
workshops. I was introduced by my
husband to people who worked for
the Wandsworth left-wing community
newspaper, Pavement, established around
1971. I gradually started working for the
paper – everyone involved was unpaid taking pictures around the issues that
the newspaper championed. With the
strapline “A fighting paper for Wandsworth’s working people” topics related
to health, housing, action against welfare
cuts or unemployment and more. Wandsworth, and particularly the Battersea
area, possessed a radical past, one going
back to at least to opposition to the Boer
War more than a century ago. Pavement
was a continuation of this tradition.

It began as a voluntary
activity drawing
photo-graphers into
community activism.

Through my involvement with Pavement,
I encountered architect Martin Lipson,
and we jointly came up with the idea of
forming a photographers’ co-operative,
what became Wandsworth Photo Co-op.
It began as a voluntary activity drawing
photographers into community activism.
Our first publishing activity was a
calendar and after that a stream of exhibitions, some representing our own topic
interests, others were for institutions like
the local Community Health Council, established in the mid-1970s to represent
the consumer voice in the NHS (It no
longer exists). Meetings of members were
held in my or Martin’s living room.

• A tape-slide presentation
on housing problems in
Wandsworth designed to
tour tenants’ and other
organised groups in the
borough;
• A large travelling exhibition illustrating ‘The Rights
of the Child’ for the UN
Year of the Child;
• An exhibition around the
campaign to save St. Benedicts Hospital;

1980 issue of Pavement with my photograph on the cover.

• A mobile darkroom and
photography project for
youth clubs;
• Records of the range of
activities undertaken by the
Community Relations Council;
• Documentation of Fulham
Baths, threatened with
demolition; and the same
again for Latchmere Baths
in Battersea;

My then husband, Julian Lousada
selling Pavement on the streets
of Wandsworth, 1978. Photo by
Martin Lipson

Wandsworth Photo Co-op leaflet [date?]

• An exhibition about the
past, present and future of
Balham.

Wandsworth Photo Co-op Calendar, 1981. Cover image by Sarah Wyld.

CALENDARS

[text about calendars]

“Photography can also offer us a visual memory
to learn from them, and consequently to bring

of experience and history and therefore allow us to reflect upon events,
into sharper focus the possibilities of a better society.”

“Wandsworth Photography Co-operative was formed in
ebruary
as a non pro t ma ing enterprise aimed at
engaging photography and social issues. Although much of
the early work produced centres on Wandsworth people and
campaigns, the Co-op has more recently been broadeding its
scope to take on issues that affect London as a whole, and some
that affect everyone.
The work has taken the form of exhibitions, tape / slide showes,

handbooks, a youth photography project, calendars, and a
growing picture library.
This calendar is not however a public relation job for bus travel.
Given the fact that the service is declining, it could hardly be.
What we have tried to do is to make an honest appraisal of bus
transport from the point of view of those who use it and work
within it.”

Excerpt from the Big Red Bus Calendar.
Written by Geof Rayner, 1983

THE PHOTO CO-OP
Soon renamed simply Photo Co-op, the group began to develop
its own life, moving on from solely Wandsworth-based issues
to a London-wide perspective; at the same time the group
moved from an amateur to a more professional direction.
Together with Bridget Bishop – already an experienced commercial photographer - and Sarah Saunders, we submitted
what was to be a successful funding application to the Greater
London Council’s Arts and Recreation Committee in 1983.
That funding provided the means for the group to move from
volunteering to receiving some small remuneration, especially
important given the cost of equipment, film and chemicals.
The agreed objective of Photo Co-op was to bring about social
change through photography - raising awareness of social and
feminist issues such as motherhood, hospital closures, disability, as well as unemployment, education and racism and
sexual discrimination. In 1984/5 more funding was secured
to allow the group to move out from its lodgings in my front
room and into small premises in Webb’s Road, Battersea, and
to acquire staff. The first people appointed were Chris Boot as
administrator and Luis Bustamente as education worker. We
also attracted other freelance photographers, including Janis
Austin, Crispin Hughes, Julia Martin and Vicky White.

Leaflet promoting the Co-op, date unknown
Front cover of the Photo Co-op Anuual
Report 1985/86

Moving into small premises in Battersea gave the group the
opportunity to create a small darkroom, expand what was
already an embryonic picture library, and provide a venue for
educational workshops. Here we organised occasional exhibitions featuring the work from the Photo Co-op membership.
Meetings were held every two weeks on Monday evenings,
chaired by the administrator, Chris Boot , at which ongoing
work was planned or reviewed. These meetings were often
lively because, being a co-operative, no one person was in
charge. Such were the passions and enthusiasms that sleepless
nights followed.
GLC publication promoting the formation of Co-ops featuring the Photo Coop team [date?]

Photo Co-op Christmas card, circa 1993

Photo Co-op leaflet listing members, circa 1985

“What made the Photo Co-op a great outfit was the sum of its
members. At the time we were all learning on the job and it was
difficult to single out individual leaders. We could say that there
was strength in numbers. Being in an outfit that was driven by a
liberating vision was fulfilling. However, Chris Boot had his finger on the pulse of the sector and was able to point at trends and
developments which were relevant to us as a group.”
Luis Bustamente interviewed for the Photo Co-op website

The Photo Co-op team, circa 1989. Clockwise from top left: Ingrid Hesling, Chris
Boot, Wayne [..], Santiago [...], Corry Bevington, Janis Austin, Luis Bustamente,
Crispin Hughes, Gina Glover, Julia Martin.

SAVE SOUTH LONDON HOSPITAL
Taken on Women’s Day as part of the campaign to
save South London Hospital for Women [DATE]

Report produced by Caroline Langridge from the Wandsworth CommunityHealth Council, who was responsible for
comissioning Photo Co-Op exhibitions, comissions and photography use. Her involvement with the Photo Co-Op was
key in the early stages of the organisation.

South London Hospital for Women, still in operation.

Publication from the GLC’s Women’s Committe about the campaign to save the hospital
[circa 1984]

At the time, the NHS in south London was experiencing an epidemic of hospitals closures,
specifically of smaller or specialist hospitals
no longer judged either financially viable or
safe from the perspective of modern medical
provision. Of particular importance was the
campaign to save the South London Hospital
for Women, one of the few hospitals in the
country established at a time when women
were excluded from other hospital programmes for medical training. The project
included documenting how staff operated
the hospital despite threats of closure or
the potential loss of staff employment. The
resultant images formed the basis of an exhibition orchestrated by Bridget Bishop, Sarah
Saunders and myself, including the photography of Sarah Wyld and Julia Martin.
The campaign failed to save the hospital.
Today it is a Tesco’s supermarket and
block of flats with the old frontage retained.
Photo Co-op members produced most of its
exhibitions cheaply by today’s standards,
usually by sticking darkroom prints onto
A1-size boards accompanied by handwritten
or typed text, with the entire thing laminated.
These display boards could be used in a
variety of locations: picket line, hospital
railings, hospital interiors or campaign and
trades union meetings. The robustness of
these panels meant that even coffee could
even be spilled on them without damage and they were lightweight to carry.

Eviction of protestors following the occupation of South London Hosptial for
Women [date]

THE GLC
As Photo Co-op was supported financially by the
GLC, a great many of the photographs we took were
used in their own publications, brochures and leaflets,
including the publication Jobs for a Change, produced
by the GLC Women’s Committee, support material
for other Co-ops funded by the GLC, and campaign
material to save the GLC itself from the time (1983)
when the Conservative party announced intention to
undertaken its abolition to its eventual closure in 1986.
As well as providing the Co-op members with a small
income and a foothold in professional photography,
reproduction fees provided an income for the Photo
Co-op as an organisation.

As part of my work for the Co-op I photographed many of the demos that took place around this time of political and social upheaval.

THE PHOTO CO-OP LIBRARY
The pictures produced from campaign contributed to a growing archive that
grew into the Photo Co-op Picture Library, later Photofusion Picture Library
and for many was the financial mainstay of the organisation.
Around this time, the group began to develop a more commercial orientation,
catering to a broader span of publications wanting photographs, including
trades unions, organisational producing annual reports, health and housing
journals, or (now defunct) publications like City Limits, a more left-wing
listings alternative to Time Out. The group successfully held to its valuesbased perspective.

“Behind the collection was the aim
that the images should be anti racist,
anti sexist and challenging the status
quo. Our guidance required a trust
in library users to comply with the
spirit of the pictures’ intented use”.
Chris Boot, Co-op Administrator
The driving stimulus behind the organisation was Chris Boot, who not only
researched funding and business opportunities, he was the also the person who
pushed for the expansion and relocation of Photo Co-op and provide a wider
set of photographic services. Chris left before the formation what was to be
a new organisation, Photofusion, to take up a management post at Magnum
Photographers.

We used labels such as this on the back of each print that went into the library.

[CAPTIONS]

FRIENDS & FAMILY
Working as a freelance documentary photographer I was also a single mother with now two
small children. As a result I was frequently restricted in how far I could travel on assignment.
In addition, some types of photography were
becoming organisationally difficult. Obtaining
model release forms, for example, essential
for legal protection over the use of an image,
became problematic as sometimes permission
was subsequently withdrawn. As a result, I
began to enlist my children and friends to help
illustrate sensitive subjects, such as motherhood, family, parental exhaustion, personal
stress or anxiety or child or teenage problems
of health or addiction risk.
When my daughter Jessica was studying for
her psychology A level some years later, she
once discovered a photograph of herself in a
school text book showing a young child (herself)
having seasonable affective disorder (SAD).
Thankfully my children have since found such
exposure amusing.

HIV / AIDS
From around 1986, from the outset of what came
to be termed the ‘AIDS Crisis’, a time of acute
public panic, several members of the Photo
Co-op felt very strongly that the group needed to
act. The Photo Co-op collectively decided to take
steps towards becoming a campaigning organisation, in this case by designing and producing
leaflets and posters advising people about HIV
risks and giving information and reassurance.
One notable project involving Crispin Hughes
and myself and commissioned by Mainliners, a
voluntary safe drugs organisation, had the task
of producing a series of posters on HIV and
drug use along with the design group Big Active.
Working with designers vastly improved the
impact of the work.
Being embedded in Lambeth and linked to the
council and voluntary agencies we took part in
the launch of the local HIV-AIDS centre by an
organisation jointly founded by Photo Co-op
member, and later Photofusion chair, Geof
Rayner. One picture shows our daughter, Jessica
Rayner, presenting flowers to Princess Diana at
the opening of the centre.

“What was special and different
about the Photo Co-op was the
way that we were balancing
thinking through issues around
the politics or representation,
while working in a practical way
in a community context.”
Chris Boot interview
Photo Co-op website.

Leaflet promoting the Photo Co-Op activities.
Produced by Luis Bustamante, 1987

One of my more sucessful contributions was the launching of a magazine
called Photo, using only the publicity budget. With this we killed two
birds with one stone. The mag provided a platform for members and
users to contribute to the debate on photography while publicising the
activities. It ran between 1989 and 1991. I still regret that we didn’t
manage to continue with it as there was a space for publications that
would enable aspiring artists / theorists to put ideas into the public
domain at a time when debates around representation were a a much
more meaningful level than today”
Luis Busamente intervewed for the Photo Co-op website

Photo Co-op education leaflet

Leaflet promoting the Photo Co-op activities.
Produced by Luis Bustamante, 1986

As we wanted to broaden our dicussion of photography, we started publishing
a regular magazine inviting contributions from inside and outside the Co-op.

PROJECT EXHIBITIONS
As part of the cycle of new work at the Photo
Co-op, the group organised travelling or mobile
exhibitions as the face of our campaigning. The
issues we addressed – from health to housing
- were often produced on behalf of voluntary
agencies, local authorities or trades unions.
Part of Photo Co-op’s emerging remit was
the provision of photography workshops
for community groups; some photographs
forming the basis of subsequent community
exhibitions. South of the River was one such
exhibition, bringing Photo Co-op together with
photography-based community groups led by
Blackfriars Photography Project at the South
London Art Gallery, run by Viv Rees and Neil
Martinson.
Not everything project or collaboration ran
smoothly. One memorable occasion was a
Women’s Photography Day at Battersea Arts
Centre in 1985. At the event claims were made
by some people in the audience that they had
been excluded from being part of the sector.
Whereas some women photographers considered class the important social distinction,
Black women present felt that they were underrepresented. Looking back, it now occurs
to me that this – and many other similar
occasions - was beginnings of ‘identity politics’,
although in fact almost every image or mode of
image production speaks to personal identity
in at least some respect.

South of the River brings together groups working in and around what is called
community photography in South London. [...] It is as well to start by clarifying to a
certain extent the term community photography. For many community photography
projects in the early ‘70s, the community was the neighbourhood in which they
were based, which was, usually, in declining white working class inner city areas.
Neighbourhoods where memories of close-knit communities could so easily become
blurred into the myths of the ‘good old days’. This idea of ‘community’, though,
is double edged as witnessed by a political climate that has seen the wholesale
appropriation of the concept by the Conservative Party through community policing,
community care, council house sales and provatisation which, in their words, ‘return
power to the community’. Community can only exist when there is no material or
cultural division within society. It may be possible in a future, more equitable society,
to reclaim the idea.
Extract from South of the River publication by Neil Martinson

Photo by Corry Bevington

As part of the work at the Photo Co-op, the group organised a number of public or travelling exhibitions, seen as the face of
our campaigning. The issues we addressed – as noted, from health to housing - were usually produced on behalf of voluntary agencies, local authorities or trades unions. Most of the work produced ended up in the hands of the orgniisation for or with
whom it was produced. The following organisations and / or venues are those to exhibitions were distributed in the 1985 / 86:
Association of Scientific, Technical and Managerial Staffs (ex National Union of Public Employees) / Battersea Arts Centre / Battersea Teachers’ Centre / Brixton Recreation Centre / Camden Law Centre / Clapham & Battersea AEI / Department of Trade &
Industry / Elizabeth Garratt Anderson School / FHE Curriculum Devcelopment Project / GLC Jobs’ Roadshow / GLC Wonen’s
Committee / GLC JObs for a Change, Battersea Park / Greenwich Council / Harringey Libraries / Holland Park School / Home
Economics Teacher’s CEntre / Hounslow Community Association / Hounslow Asian Women’s Centre / Industy and Education
Year / Isledon Teacher’s Centre / Juntion Resouce Centre / Lambeth Council / Lewisham Divisional School Co-ordination Unit /
Mansfield Women’s Health Fair / Merton Resouce Centre / NACRO / new Gneration / National Childbirth Trust / North London
College / North Lewisham Law Centre / NUPE Head Office / NUPE West Midlands / NUPE Kent / Pensioners’ Link / Pimlico
Family Centre / Potsdam University, East Germany / Putney Art School / South Thames College / South West London Public
Services Project / South of the River / South London Gallery / Southwark College / Transnational Information Centre / Wandsworth Disablement Association / Wandsworth Business Resource Service / Wandsworth Tenants’ Federation / Wandsworth Industry Schools Project / Westminster College.
Extract from the Photo Co-op Annual report, 1985/6.

Preparation of Women in the Frontline exhibition, commissioned by NUPE (now UNISON) as
part of the School Meals Campaign. This photograph was taken at my house. Both Sarah Sanders and I were pregnant at the time. Photo Corry Bevington, 1985.

Dissolution of the GLC
Following the dissolution of the GLC in 1986, the funding of many arts and community photography organisations became the responsibility of the local authority or other public body. Photo
Co-op was fortunate to have our funding shifted to Greater London Arts (later the London Arts
Board, which was subsequently incorporated in the Arts Council (ACE). Consequently, an reflecting the remit of the GLA, projects became more ‘art focused’. And the exhibitions themselves subsequently reflected this shift.
It could have been a very different result. Photo Co-op was fortunate in securing the support
of Greater London Arts staff, Michael-Anne Mullen and the late Alan Haydon. It was they who
supported the increase in the organisation’s grant aid so that the group was able to reform into
a new organisational entity – after some debate the title Photofusion emerged- and its move
to its new Brixton premises. In so doing it shifted from a co-operative to a non-profit company.
Through this time, and alongside three other Photo Co-op photographers, I studied for a
part-time degree in photography at the Polytechnic of Central London (later to become the
University of Westminster), which I completed in 1986. This course was art focused and my
photography, still set within a social documentary approach, acquired a more personal and
art-led focus. The course provided me with an understanding of photography from an historical and a critical perspective and afforded me the confidence to create a more personal style of
work that could be exhibited in an art context.

More information on the history of the Photo Co-op:
www.photo-co-op.com
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